Send your gift where it’s
most desperately needed
Equip pastors,
strengthen
believers and
multiply disciples
worldwide

Leaving a legacy of faith
through giving is perhaps the
best way to ensure that the
work that you have valued and
supported throughout your
lifetime continues after you
are gone.

You make it possible to serve
students, parents, leaders, churches
and virtual movements through the production of innovative events
and cutting-edge ministry resources in the heart languages of people
everywhere. Every year, we get more requests for help than we can
possibly fulfill.

• sharing the truth
• equipping pastors
• strengthening believers
• multiplying disciples

The newsletter of Josh McDowell Ministry
What kind of legacy will you
leave? Will it be lasting? Will it
be imperishable and eternal?

Josh McDowell Ministry has one
goal: to serve others until the whole
world hears about Jesus.

Your gift today will be put to use right away to
meet the most urgent needs:

A LEGACY
OF FAITH

Your gift will
go directly to

where it’s
needed most!

• building faith around the world

Please return the enclosed form with
your most generous gift today . . .

SPR ING 2015

A question we get quite a lot
is, “What kinds of assets can
I leave to Josh McDowell
Ministry?” You can give legacy
gifts of:
• A specific cash amount or
a percentage of your estate
or assets (land, rental
property, real estate or
a business).

From Josh

YOU can help SHARE
THE TRUTH and
MULTIPLY DISCIPLES
all around the world!
“It’s true!” I said aloud as I leaned back in
my chair.
Weeks earlier I’d embarked on a journey
throughout Europe that had me poring over
ancient biblical manuscripts. My goal: to prove
to my Christian professors and fellow students
that Christianity wasn’t true.

• Financial investments
such as stocks, bonds or
certificates of deposit.

But instead of refuting Christianity . . . the
details I had uncovered changed my life. My
research went on to become Evidence That
Demands a Verdict, published in 1972.

• A life insurance policy
or retirement plan,
designating Josh
McDowell Ministry as a
beneficiary.

Today, the updated version, The New
Evidence That Demands a Verdict,
continues to change lives all over
the world — thanks to YOU!

To learn more about leaving a
legacy of faith through giving,
contact us at:
1-855-833-6897 or visit
www.Josh.org/assets.

What makes this book
so special?
When Evidence was first
published, there was nothing
else like it available. Nothing
with such extensive
documentation. Nothing
of this sheer volume. It
(Continued inside . . .)
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KEEP READING . . .

and see how YOU have helped equip others to share the truth and multiply disciples >>>

YOU are changing lives through
your gifts of resources!

THE TOP 50 BOOKS THAT
HAVE SHAPED EVANGELICALS
These are books that have shaped evangelicalism . . . that changed the way we
think, talk, witness, worship and live. Books that, over the last 50 years, have
altered the way American evangelicals pray, gather, talk and reach out . . .

#13: Evidence That Demands a
Verdict, Josh McDowell
Who says faith is only for the heart and not the head?
Not Josh McDowell.
“The Top 50 Books That Have Shaped Evangelicals,” Christianity Today, October 19, 2006

“This book made me to
decide to accept Jesus Christ
as my Lord and Savior.”

“This book is a blessing and
continues to help change
lives for Christ in Cuba.”

— Dragoslav, Romania

— John, Havana

“If ever you had any doubts as “New Evidence helped me
to the accuracy of the Bible, in answering many of my
this is the book for you.”
questions about the deity
— Jeff, United States of Christ.”

13
1972
185
42
2.5 million+

Evidence Facts

Years it took Josh to write

Year published

Countries distributed in

Languages translated into

Copies in print

— Abdul, Middle East
What a gift — to
be able to read
about Jesus
in your own
language!

From Josh

continued

was revolutionary! In a
world before the Internet, it
became the go-to book for
documentation on the truth
of Christianity.
You see, in all believers,
there’s this haunting voice
asking, Is it really true?
Is Jesus really the Son of
God? Can you really trust
the Resurrection? Then out
comes a book like Evidence
with documentation from
leading authorities. People
everywhere were saying,
“I can’t believe there’s this
much evidence about the
Christian faith!”

YOU are equipping
men and women with
the truth
Today, we’re surrounded by
information. Informationoverload, really. That’s why
sound, Christ-centered
resources like The New
Evidence That Demands a
Verdict are so important. So
many seekers, new believers
and even long-time
Christians have unanswered
questions. Or worse:
misinformation.
Through books and
resources like New Evidence,
you’re helping to equip
men and women all
over the world with
the truth. Thank you!

Men and women around the world are desperate for
The New Evidence That Demands a Verdict . . .
Prisoner goes to extremes
to share the truth

In California, a man approached Josh
after a speaking event. “I owe you and
Christ everything,” the man told Josh.
Andre had recently been released from prison after
serving a 21-year sentence for second-degree murder.

“In prison, I came across a copy of The New Evidence
That Demands a Verdict, read it and trusted Christ,”
shared Andre. He showed Josh the copy he’d brought
with him. He explained how the cover had been
removed before it was placed in the prison since it could
be sharpened into a weapon. Andre took it upon himself
to create a new cover made of softer cardboard and tape.
“This is a special copy — my master copy,” Andre

shared. Over 21
years, he had
photocopied over
100 copies for his
fellow prisoners.
“Everyone in the
prison knew not to
touch this copy,” he
shared. Today, four
men Andre discipled
continue his New
Evidence ministry in Josh and Andre, a prisoner who used
The New Evidence That Demands a
prison. And Andre
Verdict to minister to his fellow inmates.
works at a men’s
home helping newly released prisoners get back on their
feet. What an impact that ONE book has had!

Men handcopy the entire book

Woman pleads for her own copy

A young man from
the Middle East came
to Christ through The
New Evidence That
Demands a Verdict. He
and his friend wanted
to start a church high
in the mountains in
this very antagonistic
area, but they had no
Christian books of
their own. “I wanted
to know the truth,” the
man told Josh. But there was no witness for Christ
in his village except for one little church. For over
a year, he snuck into the church and hand copied
the entire book. He then used it to share the truth
with others in his community. The young man and
his friend presented Josh with a copy of one of the
handwritten pages as they requested more books.

While cleaning offices at an overseas publishing
house, a woman came across a copy of The New
Evidence That
Demands a Verdict.
She had never
seen such a book
and asked if she
could please have
it. “My husband is
a staunch atheist
and I want him to
read it,” she shared.
The publisher
explained that it
was too expensive
to just give away.
In many places around the world,
So he arranged for
Christian books just aren’t available.
the woman to make
payments. Then she could have her own copy. After
the woman’s husband read it, he started going to
church and praying with her.

KEEP READING to find out how YOU can help even more
men and women discover and share the truth >>>

YOU are changing lives through
your gifts of resources!
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